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A novel elastic rail clip was obtained through size improvement based on the II-type elastic rail clips to solve the fatigue failure of
elastic rail clips. *e metro vehicle-track coupling model and the fastener system refinement model were developed to analyze the
effects of the material (38Si7 and 60Si2Mn) on the static and dynamic responses of the elastic rail clips and their fatigue
performances under rail corrugation. According to the results, the elastic rail clip made of 60Si2Mn did not undergo any plastic
deformation and exhibited higher strength than that made of 38Si7. Elastic rail clips made of 38Si7 and 60Si2Mn presented a
consistent clamping force, natural frequency, and vibration acceleration. However, they were most sensitive to the wavelength of
50mm. Both materials influenced the small back bending area of the elastic rail clip only. *e elastic rail clip made of 60Si2Mn
could meet the fatigue life requirements of 5 million times. As for the elastic rail clip made of 38Si7, the corresponding values of
corrugation with the wavelength of 50mm and 40mm are to be controlled below 0.09mm and 0.41mm, respectively. *e
performance of the elastic rail clips to resist rail corrugation can be improved significantly through the increase in the geometric
dimensions and selection of materials with higher strength.

1. Introduction

As the most important part of the track structure, the
fastener system is a key unit that connects the rail and the
subrail foundation. As a component of clamping rail, the
elastic clip is one of the most important parts of the fastener
system. Due to the rapid increase in the quantity of rail
traffic systems constructed in China, the problems of vi-
bration and noise caused by trains are of great concern.
Recently, many broken elastic rail clips have been found in
subway lines, and the fatigue failure of elastic rail clips is
often accompanied by short-pitch rail corrugation [1],
which is a severe threat to the traffic safety. *erefore, there
is an urgent need to optimize the size of the existing elastic
rail clips and also for better materials selection for the
elastic rail clips. Future studies on the fatigue life of novel
elastic rail clips under short-pitch rail corrugation are
recommended; as well, the fatigue performance could be
evaluated.

Several studies on the optimal design and fatigue per-
formance of elastic rail clips have been reported. In respect
to the optimal design of elastic rail clips, Xiao and Zhao [2]
proposed the measurement indices for the optimal design of
elastic rail clips and the optimal design methods, in terms of
energy. Yang and Pan [3] compared and analyzed the in-
fluence of different materials on the static properties of
elastic rail clips. Li et al. [4] studied the design parameter
sensitivity of ω-type elastic rail clips and the optimal design
methods of elastic rail clip parameters. Hu et al. [5] set aW1-
type elastic rail clip for high-speed railways as a tool to study
the influence of its geometric parameters on the clamping
force and maximum stress. *e results demonstrate that the
performance of elastic rail clips can be greatly improved by
increasing the projectile path T, diameter d, arch span L0,
and the back bending area R2, or by reducing the clamping
area b2.

In the aspect of studies on the fatigue failure of elastic rail
clips, Mohammadzadeh et al. [6, 7] built a vehicle-track
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coupling model and a finite element model of SKL14 elastic
rail clips. *e crack initiation life of the elastic rail clips was
also analyzed using the rain flow counting method and the
Palmgren–Miner linear damage rule. Also, Hasap et al. [8, 9]
analyzed the effects of clamping force and deformation on
the fatigue life of the elastic rail clip through fatigue tests and
applied the Goodman diagram in evaluating the fatigue
performance of elastic rail clips. Xiao et al. [10] also
established a refined fastener system model and conducted a
modal and harmonic response analysis of the fastener
system under operation. By combining the vibration ac-
celeration of the elastic rail clip measured in situ, they
presumed that the resonance of elastic rail clips triggered by
rail corrugation is the primary cause of failure of elastic rail
clips. Ferreño et al. [11] proposed fatigue prediction for the
SKL-1 elastic rail clip via the fatigue test and finite element
method and analyzed the rationality of the heating pro-
cessing technology and field installation accuracy for elastic
rail clip materials.

In previous studies, the static performance of elastic rail
clips was mainly considered as the optimal design objective,
whereas the fatigue performance was often ignored. On the
other hand, studies on the fatigue performance of elastic rail
clips mainly focused on the effects of simulation calculations
and external incentives on the fatigue performance of elastic
rail clips, the influence of the parameters of elastic rail clips
seldom considered.*erefore, a novel fastener system whose
elastic rail clip is improved based on the II-type elastic rail
clip is proposed in this paper.*e two-dimensional structure
of this elastic rail clip is shown in Figure 1. Compared with
the dimensional parameters of the II-type elastic rail clip, its
arch span, L, arch rise, H, arc bending radius, R2, and di-
ameter, d of the proposed system increased by 10mm, 5mm,
2.5mm, and 1mm, respectively. In this study, the subway
vehicle-track coupling model and the fastener system re-
finement model were developed. *e bilinear kinematic
hardening model was employed to describe the stress-strain
relation of the elastic rail clip material in stages. *e vi-
bration acceleration and the stress-time history curves of the
elastic rail clip were obtained by cosimulation calculations.
By combining fatigue analysis and cumulative damage
theory, we studied the effects of clip material on the fatigue
life of the elastic rail clip under rail corrugation. *is study
provides references for the optimal design and anti-
corrugation design of elastic rail clips.

2. CalculationModel andMethod of the Fatigue
LifeofElasticRailClips in theFastenerSystem

To calculate the fatigue life of fastener elastic rail clips, the
numerical model and the analytical method for the fatigue
life of elastic rail clips in the fastener system are established.
*e elastic rail clip is a part of the fastener system, which
provides flexibility to the wheel-rail system. Taking into
account the excessive complexity of characterization and
prediction of elastic rail clips in the wheel-rail system, the
model can be classified into two submodels, the metro ve-
hicle-track coupling dynamic model and the refined model
of fastener system, as shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b),

respectively. *e displacement of the rail is used to connect
the two systems. *e vehicle-track coupling dynamic
analysis is carried out first, to calculate this displacement.
*e displacement of rail is then imposed on the refined
model of the fastener system. In [12, 13], the calculation of
specific modeling and wheel-rail contact related to the
metro vehicle-track coupling dynamicmodel is well detailed.
Table 1 lists the inertia characteristics and suspension pa-
rameters of Metro Type A in China, which are among the
important parameters that affect the rail vibration of the
metro model.

*e fastener system is an assembled body constituted by
multiple components. *e rail pad is laid between the rail
and the iron baseplate, and the baseplate pad is laid between
the iron baseplate and the sleeper, both of which have certain
elastic and insulating properties. *e iron baseplate is a
metal component that supports the rail and is fixed on the
supporting structure. *e insulator is a unit used to transfer
transverse forces and adjust the gauge. *e anchor bolt is
used to fix the iron baseplate. *e screw spike is used to fix
the clip. *e elastic rail clips have contacts with other
components and therefore, they affect each other. To
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the novel fastener system: (a)
assembly drawing for fasteners; (b) two-dimensional plan for the
elastic rail clip.
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compare the stress state under the real simulation working
conditions of elastic rail clips, finite element software is used
to develop the refined model of the fastener system and solid
elements are adopted for all components. Considering the
contacts between the elastic rail clips and other components,

contact pairs are established between elastic rail clips and the
iron baseplates, elastic rail clips and insulators, iron base-
plates and insulators, insulators and rails, screw spikes and
elastic rail clips, and anchor bolts and iron baseplates, as
shown in Figure 2(b). *e contact element is CONTA174
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Figure 2: Calculation model and procedures of fatigue life of fastener Elastic rail clips: (a) metro vehicle-track coupling dynamic model; (b)
refined model of fastener system; (c) flow chart of calculation of fatigue life.

Table 1: Metro vehicle parameters.

Vehicle parameters Unit Symbol Parameter value
Vehicle body mass kg Mvehicle 50878
Frame mass kg Mt 2721
Wheelset mass kg Mw 1900
Vehicle pitch inertia kg·m2 Jvehicle 4.446×106

Frame pitch inertia kg·m2 Jt 3605
Primary suspension vertical stiffness N/m Kpz 4.14×106

Secondary suspension vertical stiffness N/m Ksz 4.5×106

Primary suspension vertical damping N·s/m Cpz 4.9×104

Secondary suspension vertical damping N·s/m Csz 1.96×105

Half-distance between two bogies m lc 7.85
Half-distance between wheel-sets of a bogie m lt 1.25
Wheel radius m R 0.42
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and the target element is TARGE170. *e surface-to-surface
contact in soft-soft contact is used for all contact pairs, and the
Augmented Lagrange method is selected as the contact al-
gorithm. *e parameters of the contact pairs are shown in
Table 2. *e other components are connected by bonding
command. *e lower surface of the baseplate pad is under
complete constraint, so the influence of the sleeper structure is
neglected. By imposing displacement to the screw spikes, the
elastic rail clips are considered to be correctly assembled when
the displacement of the elastic rail clips reaches 10mm.

*e yield strength and ultimate strength of the elastic rail
clip are dependent on its material. Currently, 38Si7 spring
steel and 60Si2Mn spring steel are generally used as the
materials for elastic rail clips. In accordance with GB/T 1222-
2016 Spring Steel Specifications [14], the yield strength and
tensile strength of 60Si2Mn spring steel are 1400MPa and
1600MPa, respectively, whereas they are 1200MPa and
1300MPa, respectively, for the 38Si7 spring steel. *e ideal
linearly enhanced elastic-plastic model is selected as the
material for elastic rail clips, and the reinforcement modulus
is 0.1E. Under the metro load effect, the elastic rail clips are
exposed to stresses in all directions. *e Fourth Strength
*eory combines the effects of the three principal stresses for
consideration and describes the actual stress state much
clearer. Hence, the Fourth Strength *eory, the Mises Cri-
terion, is employed to control and evaluate the stresses on the
elastic rail clips.*ematerial properties of each component of
the refined model of the fastener system are listed in Table 3.

*e flow chart of the time domainmethod for calculating
the fatigue life of the fastener elastic rail clips is shown in
Figure 2(c). Firstly, the time history curve of maximum von
Mises stress of the elastic rail clips under the corrugation
effect of the steel rail is obtained through the combined
simulation of the metro vehicle-track coupling dynamic
model and the refined model of fastener system. Secondly,
the number, amplitude, and mean of the fatigue cycles of the
fastener elastic rail clips, when a coach passes through, are
calculated by the rain flow counting method. Finally, the
fatigue life of the elastic rail clips is determined according to
the S-N curve and the fatigue damage accumulation theory
of materials for elastic rail clips.

*e elastic rail clip for fatigue load test of constant am-
plitude bending, made in a smooth round (stress ratio, R� − 1),
is made of 60Si2Mn spring steels.*e relationship between the
amplitude of the fatigue load and fatigue life is obtained.*e S-
N curve with a survival rate of 95% [15] is as follows:

lgN � 39.59 − 11.84lg Sa. (1)

On the other hand, the S-N curve with a survival rate of
95% [6] for the elastic rail clips made of 38Si7 is as follows:

lgN � 30.36 − 11.7lg Sa, (2)

where Sa � (Smax − Smin)/2 denotes the amplitude of cyclic
stress, Smax and Smin are maximum and minimum stresses
(MPa), respectively, and N denotes fatigue life, cycle.

*e S-N curve of elastic rail clip material is the relationship
between the amplitude of the cyclic stress and the fatigue life
when the stress ratio R� − 1, i.e., the mean stress

Sm� (Smax+ Smin)/2� 0. *e elastic rail clip has an initial
clamp force at work and its mean stress is not zero. In other
words, the elastic rail clip is subjected to asymmetric fatigue
load and the effect of mean stress on its fatigue life should
be considered. Due to the simplicity and the conservative
nature of the model, the Goodman model [16] is generally
selected to correct the effect of mean stress on the fatigue
life in engineering:

Sa
Sa(R � − 1)

+
Sm
Su

� 1, (3)

Table 2: Contact pair parameters.

No. Contact
pair

Contact
behavior

Contact
surface

Target
surface

Friction
coefficient

1
Clip back
end-iron
baseplate

Friction

Contact
surface of
elastic rail

clip

Iron
baseplate 0.3

2

Clip
middle
leg-screw
spike

Friction

Contact
surface of
elastic rail

clip

Screw
spike
bottom
surface

0.3

3
Clip toe
end-

insulator
Friction

Clip toe
end

bottom
surface

Insulator
top surface 0.7

4 Insulator-
baseplate Binding Insulator

side
Baseplate

side —

5 Insulator-
rail Binding

Insulator
bottom
surface

Rail
bottom
surface

—

6
Anchor
bolt-iron
baseplate

Binding

Anchor
bolt

bottom
surface

Iron
baseplate
top surface

—

Table 3: Material parameters of each component.

Component Material
Elasticity
modulus
(MPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

Density
(kg·m− 3)

Iron
baseplate QT450-10 1.73e5 0.3 7800

Rail clip 60Si2Mn/38Si7 2.06e5 0.3 7800
Baseplate
pad TPEE 6 0.45 1190

Rail pad TPEE 6 0.45 1190

Rail High
manganese steel 2.06e5 0.3 7800

Insulator
Glass fiber
reinforced 6200 0.35 1400

Polyamide 66

Anchor bolt High
manganese steel 2.06e5 0.3 7800

Screw spike High
manganese steel 2.06e5 0.3 7800
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where Sm denotes the mean stress, Su the tensile strength, Sa
the actual stress amplitude when the mean stress is Sm, and
Sa(R� − 1) the vonMises stress amplitude under the same life
when R� − 1.

*e trainload on the elastic rail clips changes with time.
By rain flow counting method, the measured load process is
simplified into several load cycles to obtain the cycle index of
the elastic rail clips under different fatigue stress when a train
passes. According to the Miner linear cumulative damage
theory [17], the damages caused by different stresses are
assumed to be independent of each other. Damages are
caused to the materials in each cycle and failure occurs when
these damages exceed a critical level. Under the effect of
stress level Sai, the damage on the elastic rail clips in ni cycles
is given by Di � ni/Ni. Hence, the total damage on the elastic
rail clip for ni cycles under r stress levels is given by

D � 
r

i�1

ni

Ni

, (i � 1, 2, . . . , r). (4)

*e fatigue life is given by

life �
1
D

. (5)

When D� 1, the fatigue failure of elastic rail clips occurs.

3. Analysis of the Simulation Results

*e fatigue failure of rail fastener clip is related to the initial
stress of the rail clip after installation and the stress am-
plitude caused by rail corrugation. Hence, static analysis,
modal analysis, and dynamic response analysis shall be
executed for the elastic rail clips with different materials
before fatigue life prediction.

3.1. Static Analysis of Elastic Rail Clips. Based on the refined
model of the fastener system, by applying displacement to
the screw spikes, the contact force of the front contact area
between the clip and the insulator, namely, the clamping
force, is obtained, and the clamping force-displacement
curve of the elastic rail clip is obtained. When the middle
bend of the elastic rail clip completes the 10mm defor-
mation, it comes in contact with the insulator, which is
called three-point contact; hence, the elastic rail clip is in-
stalled properly. *e von Mises stress distribution and
equivalent plastic strain of the elastic rail clips made of 38Si7
and 60Si2Mn in normal installation state are shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows that the maximum von Mises stress
occurs at the back bend of the elastic rail clip, in both cases.
*e stress level of the front two limbs of the elastic rail clip is
comparatively low, and a large stress distribution gradient is
observed from the forelimb to the back bend. In both cases,
the clamping force of the elastic rail clip in a normal state
approximately equals 10.07 kN. *is may be because most
parts of the elastic rail clip are elastically stressed, while
differences are only present in the back bend. For the 38Si7
elastic rail clip, the maximum von Mises stress in the back
bend of the spring rail clip is 1209MPa. *is stress exceeds

the yield limit of the rail clip material (1200MPa), and plastic
deformation is observed in the back bend. Figure 3(b) shows
that plastic yield occurs in a small part of the elastic rail clip,
and the maximum yield point occurs inside of the back bend
of the elastic rail clip. *e maximum plastic strain is about
0.00015. For the 60Si2Mn elastic rail clip, the maximum von
Mises stress in the back bend of the rail clip is 1240MPa.*is
stress is less than the yield limit of the spring material
(1400MPa), and no plastic deformation is observed in the
back bend. *erefore, the strength surplus of the 60Si2Mn
elastic rail clip is larger than that of the 38Si7 elastic rail clip.

3.2. Modal Analysis of Elastic Rail Clips. Resonance of the
elastic rail clip is observed when the high-frequency exci-
tation generated by rail corrugation is consistent with the
natural frequency of the elastic rail clip. According to the
modal analysis of elastic rail clips made of two materials and
installed in a normal state, the natural frequency of both rail
clips within 2000Hz is basic unanimously. *is is because
the forces on the two elastic rail clips are almost identical,
with the only differences being in the stress concentration
areas of the back bends. *e natural frequencies of the first
two orders are 532 and 651Hz, respectively, and the modes
of vibration are shown in Figure 4.

3.3.Dynamic ResponseAnalysis of Elastic Rail Clips. To study
the impact of short-pitch rail corrugation on the new elastic
rail clip dynamic response, a rail displacement time curve of
a train under rail corrugation was obtained using the metro
vehicle-track coupling model. Using the curve as the input
for the refined fastener system model, the vertical vibration
acceleration response of the elastic rail clip under rail
corrugation was obtained. To reveal dynamic characteristics
of the clip, the acceleration refers to the acceleration of the
highest point of the clip arm. *e natural frequencies, vi-
bration performances, and dynamic responses of the elastic
rail clips made of the two materials are approximately
consistent. Short wavelengths of 30, 40, 50, and 120mmwere
selected and used to calculate the vertical vibration accel-
eration response of the elastic rail clip at a rail corrugation
amplitude of 0.1mm and a train speed of 120 km/h, as shown
in Figure 5. At wavelengths of 30, 40, 50, and 120mm, the
maximum vertical vibration acceleration responses of the
elastic rail clip are 825, 956, 2260, and 20m/s2, respectively.
At a train speed of 120 km/h, the wave corrugation excitation
frequencies at wavelengths of 30, 40, 50, and 120mm are
1111, 833, 666, and 277Hz, respectively. At a wavelength of
50mm, the vibration frequency of rail corrugation is close to
the natural frequencies of the first two orders of the elastic
rail clip. *is similarity causes resonance, which results in a
distinctly increased vibration acceleration. *e calculated
maximum vibration accelerations of the elastic rail clip at
rail corrugation amplitudes between 0.05 and 0.5mm are
shown in Figure 5(e). At a constant corrugation amplitude,
the vibration acceleration reaches a maximum when the
wavelength of the elastic rail clip is 50mm and decreases in
order at wavelengths of 40, 30, and 120mm.
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3.4.Analysis of the Influence ofVibrationFatigueLife of Elastic
Rail Clips. To analyze the resistances of elastic rail clips
made of the two materials to short-pitch rail corrugation,
wavelengths of 30, 40, 50, and 120mm were investigated,
and the fatigue lives of elastic clips with rail corrugation
amplitudes of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5mm were calculated. *e
vehicle speed was 120 km/h. First, the cosimulation was
carried out based on the metro vehicle-track coupling and
refined fastener system models to determine the stress-time

curve of the elastic rail clip at dangerous points. Next, the
stress amplitudes and mean stresses of the elastic rail clips
were obtained by the rain flow counting method. Finally, the
fatigue life of the elastic rail clip was obtained by combining
the S-N curve of the elastic rail clip material and the theory of
fatigue damage accumulation.

*e most sensitive wavelength for the new-type elastic
rail clip is 50mm. *e maximum von Mises stress-time
curve of the 38Si7 elastic rail clip, shown in Figure 6, was
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Figure 4: Vibration modes of elastic rail clips under normal installation: (a) first-order vibration mode; (b) second-order vibration mode.
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Figure 3: Contour plots under a normal installation state: (a) von Mises stress contour plot of 38Si7 elastic rail clip; (b) equivalent plastic
strain contour plot of 38Si7 elastic rail clip; (c) vonMises stress contour plot of 60Si2Mn elastic rail clip; (d) equivalent plastic strain contour
plot of 60Si2Mn elastic rail clip.
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Figure 5: Vibration acceleration of elastic rail clips at different wavelengths: (a) wavelength 30mm wave depth 0.1mm; (b) wavelength
40mm wave depth 0.1mm; (c) wavelength 50mm wave depth 0.1mm; (d) wavelength 120mm wave depth 0.1mm; (e) summary.
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calculated at a wavelength of 50mm and at amplitudes of
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5mm. In addition to the stress change
caused by a moving axle load, stress signals are exposed to
superimposition of many high frequencies due to rail cor-
rugation; the amplitude of high-frequency increases with the
rail corrugation amplitude, and the stress change of the
elastic rail clip is also greater.

*e stress amplitude, mean stress value, and cycle times
of the maximum von Mises stress of the elastic rail clip at
different rail corrugation amplitudes were obtained using
the rain flow counting method on the maximum von Mises
stress-time curve of the elastic rail clip, and these results are
shown in Figure 7. *e stress amplitude directly affects the
fatigue life of the elastic rail clip. At rail corrugation am-
plitudes of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5mm, the maximum stress
amplitude is 71, 83, 111, and 165MPa, respectively. As the
rail corrugation amplitude increases, the maximum stress
amplitude of the elastic rail clip increases, and a variety of
stresses with small amplitudes are added.

Similarly, the calculation for the 60Si2Mn elastic rail clip
shows that the dynamic stress change of the elastic rail clip is
almost the same as that of the 38Si7 elastic rail clip, with the

only differences being in the initial stresses of the elastic rail
clips.*e fatigue lives of the elastic rail clips, which are based
on the number of wheels (two bogies and four wheels in one
train), were estimated using the S-N curves and the fatigue
cumulative damage rule and are shown in Figure 8. As
observed, the fatigue lives of both elastic rail clips decrease
substantially as the rail corrugation amplitude increases.
When the rail corrugation wavelength is 50mm, the exci-
tation frequency (666Hz) is the closest to the second-stage
natural frequency (651Hz) of the elastic rail clip. In this case,
the fatigue life of the elastic rail clip decreases sharply. *e
fatigue life of the 60Si2Mn elastic rail clip is longer than that
of the 38Si7 elastic rail clip, and this disparity is mainly due
to the initial stress and the strength surplus of the 60Si2Mn
elastic rail clip. According to the S-N curve, the fatigue life of
the 60Si2Mn elastic rail clip is longer than that of the 38Si7
elastic rail clip under the same stress amplitude.

For the 38Si7 elastic rail clip, the corresponding cor-
rugation amplitudes at wavelengths of 50 and 40mm should
be controlled below 0.09 and 0.41mm, respectively, to make
the fatigue life of the elastic rail clip exceed 5 million times.
For the 60SiMn elastic rail clip, the corresponding
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Figure 6: *e maximum vonMises stress-time curve of elastic rail clip with a wavelength of 50mm at different rail corrugation amplitudes:
(a) 0.05mm; (b) 0.1mm; (c) 0.2mm; (d) 0.5mm.
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Figure 7: Rain flow counting results for the elastic rail clip with a wavelength of 50mm at different rail corrugation amplitudes: (a) 0.05mm;
(b) 0.1mm; (c) 0.2mm; (d) 0.5mm.
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Figure 8: Fatigue lives of elastic rail clips under rail corrugation: (a) 38Si7; (b) 60Si2Mn.
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corrugation amplitude at a wavelength of 50mm should be
kept below 0.42mm to make the fatigue life of the elastic rail
clip exceed 5 million times. Considering that the maximum
amplitude of rail corrugation at a wavelength of 50mm is
between 0.1 and 0.2mm according to field test, 60Si2Mn
should be selected as it could meet the requirements for
fatigue life.

4. Conclusion

*is study proposes a novel size-improved elastic rail clip
based on the II-type elastic rail clip, a metro vehicle-track
coupling dynamic analysis model, and a refined fastening
system model. *e impact of the elastic rail clip materials
(38Si7 and 60Si2Mn) on their static and dynamic responses
and the fatigue performance of the elastic rail clips under the
impact of rail corrugation were analyzed. *e following
conclusions can be drawn:

(1) For the 38Si7 elastic rail clip, the maximum von
Mises stress at the back bending area is 1209MPa,
which exceeds the yield limit (1200MPa), and the
maximum plastic strain is about 0.00015. For the
60Si2Mn elastic rail clip, the maximum von Mises
stress is 1240MPa. *is stress is lower than the yield
limit (1400MPa), and the elastic rail clip is free from
plastic strain. *e 60Si2Mn elastic rail clip therefore
has a larger strength surplus than that of the 38Si7
elastic rail clip.

(2) *e clamping forces and natural frequencies (532
and 651Hz, respectively) of the two elastic rail clips
are essentially the same. Meanwhile, the two elastic
rail clips have highly similar vibration performances,
and they are most sensitive to rail corrugation at a
wavelength of 50mm. At a wavelength of 50mm and
rail corrugation amplitudes of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and
0.5mm, themaximum stress amplitude is 71, 83, 111,
and 165MPa, respectively.

(3) To meet the requirements for fatigue life (5 million
times), the corresponding amplitude of corrugation
of the 38Si7 elastic rail clip at wavelengths of 50 and
40mm should be controlled below 0.09 and 0.41mm,
respectively. Elastic rail clips made of 60Si2Mn can
meet the requirements on fatigue life. Due to the
impact of initial prestress and fatigue performance of
the material, the 60Si2Mn elastic rail clip exhibits
better fatigue performance than the 38Si7 elastic rail
clip.

(4) By expanding the linear size of the elastic rail clip and
using high-strengthmaterials, the strength surplus in
the back bending area and the resistance of the elastic
rail clip to rail corrugation can be enhanced. *is
study provides references for the performance op-
timization of the elastic rail clip.
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